
Wheelchair Accessible Play 

All Kidstuff Playsystems’ play equipment is made to be ADA compliant, designed to have handicapped accessible 
access, accessible elevated play and ground play events on ALL Kidstuff playgrounds.  Any playsystem you pick from 
our website will be in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, either by itself or in combination with 
freestanding ground play. 
 

That said, some designs are easier that others to get around on if you use a wheelchair.  Likewise, some ground play  
is easier and more fun to use, and lets kids of all abilities play together.   This packet features those designs.   
 

There are Playsystems, Games, Activity Panels and  - Walls, Swings, Slides and Sports featured here.  There’s a sepa-
rate price sheet that covers what’s shown here.  And there are other choices, these are just some of the best.  As I 
said, everything we make is ADA compliant on the playground. 
 

For ease of movement, these are mostly ramped playsystems.  You will find that they seem more expensive than 
other commercial playsystems of similar size.  They are.  It’s the ramps.  Each one is a large steel fabricated piece, 
which is not cheap.  And each one is only allowed to rise 6in in 6 feet—so to rise 36 inches, you have to use 6 six-
foot ramps, plus decks every 12 feet.  It’s a lot of steel, a lot of space, and tends to be a lot of money.  A transfer 
module (looks like extra-wide, shallow steps) would rise those same 36 inches in one 5ft long piece, and it is ADA 
compliant and much less expensive, but to use it, a child has to lift herself out of her wheelchair and scoot up the 
steps.  The playsystems in this package are take-your-chair-with-you playsystems, for at least part of their length.  
Some are ramped entirely, most ramp access to lower levels and transfer access  to upper levels. 
 

This list is a place to start.  From here we’ll customize your inclusive playground. 

#7644-02-201 



Playsystems   -   Ages 2-12 

#3596 

#5515 

#5533 



Playsystems   -   Ages 2-12 

#7015-142 

#7015-152 

#7015-153 

This one has no ramp 



Playsystems   -   Ages 2-12 

#7414-02 

#7549-02 

#7549-171 



Playsystems   -   Ages 2-12 

#7549-02-183 

#7644-02-202 

Requires 28” Berm 

#7644-02-201 



Playsystems   -   Ages 5-12 

#5133 

#5670 

#7549-171 

Requires  Berm 



Playsystems   -   Ages  5—12 

#7229-02 

#7629-02 

Requires  Berm 



Playsystems   -   Ages 2—5 

#7015 

#7015-141 

#7015-151 

This one has no ramp 



Playsystems   -   Ages 2—5 

#7142 



Freestanding (ground) Play         Panels and Guardrails 
         Panels can be stand-alone, or in Activity Walls or Mazes 
 

 Maze #6287-02-111     Puppet Show Panel #69939 

Tic-Tac-Toe #82603  Clown Beanbag #68601   ASL Sign Language Panel  #69938 

     Motocross Guardrail     Kaleidoscope Guardrail #69936 



Freestanding (ground) Play         Panels and Guardrails 
         Panels can be stand-alone, or in Activity Walls or Mazes 
 

We have over a hundred panels and guardrails.  These are some of the 

most interesting, or the easiest for everybody to use.  Guardrails, for 

instance, allow a footrest to pass under.  If you want to see more op-

tions, look on our website under “Components/Panels.” 

 Telescope Guardrail #69935 (non-magnifying)  Double Steering Wheel Guardrail 

Compass Panel #69957            Clockwork Gear Panel #69704   Gas Pump Panel #69904 

Fire Truck Guardrail #69910-201 



Freestanding (ground) Play         Play Houses and Games 
 

Cozy Cottage #69955 with Dinette #85203    Single Side School Bus #69956 

Tetherball #8602          Three Throw #89604   Sand and Water Table #87508 

      Fun Phones # 65301    Music Wall #71601 



Freestanding (ground) Play         Accessible Exercise 
 

Overhead Ladder with Turning Bar #81011 (Ladder set at 54”)   Donut Arm Exerciser #90110 

Stationary Cycler #88704   Accessible Spring Bouncer #88804 



Freestanding (ground) Play         Playground Standards 
 

4ft Combo Slide with Transfer Module instead of Stairs #31204-161  Boggp Spia Swing #89704 

5in Single-post Swings #41704-106 with full-body support seat  26ft GaGa Ball Pit #9271 with ADA Gate 



Freestanding (ground) Play         Playground Standards—Sports and Amenities 
 

Adjustable Basketball Outfit  #9110 

Goal height adjusts from 10ft to 7ft 

Accessible Picnic Table #9201-171   8ft,   #9200-171   6ft 

4-Top square and pedestal accessible tables also available. 

Raised Bleachers with Wheelchair Ramp 

Sizes vary, prices vary.  Let us know what 

you need. 


